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MIXING SETS FOR NON-MIXING TRANSFORMATIONS
TERRENCE M. ADAMS
ABSTRACT. For different classes of measure preserving transformations,
we investigate collections of sets that exhibit the property of lightly mix-
ing. Lightly mixing is a stronger property than topological mixing, and
requires that a lim inf is positive. In particular, we give a straightfor-
ward proof that any mildly mixing transformation T has a dense algebra
C such that T is lightly mixing on C. Also, we provide a hierarchy for
the properties of lightly mixing, sweeping out and uniform sweeping out
for dense collections, and dense algebras of sets. As a result, stronger
mixing realizations are given for several types of transformations than
those given by previous extensions of the Jewett-Krieger Theorem.
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of lightly mixing was introduced as intermixing by Peter Wal-
ters in [17]. In [2], an alternate formulation of lightly mixing, called se-
quence mixing, was introduced, and it was observed that sequence mixing
is equivalent to lightly mixing. Also, a transformation was constructed in
[2] which is lightly mixing, but not partially mixing. This is accomplished
by taking the countable product of a non-mixing, partially mixing transfor-
mation.
It is easy to verify that any finite product of partially mixing transforma-
tions will still be partially mixing. This follows since the usual definition of
partial mixing extends from a dense collection of sets to the sigma algebra.
Other properties such as strong mixing, mild mixing and weak mixing also
extend from a dense collection, when the appropriate definition is taken.
However, we will give general results showing that the usual definition of
lightly mixing and sequence mixing do not extend from a dense collection
to the generated sigma algebra.
In section 2, we define the notion of lightly mixing on a collection of sets,
and in section 3, we prove the general result that any measure preserving
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transformation is lightly mixing on a dense collection of sets. If a trans-
formation is rigid, then it cannot be lightly mixing on a collection which
includes a set and its complement. Thus, no rigid transformation is lightly
mixing on a dense algebra. However, we show that any invertible measure
preserving transformation with a mildly mixing factor is lightly mixing on
a dense algebra.
We also consider the property of sequence mixing which we call sweep-
ing out. We show that sweeping out on a dense collection implies lightly
mixing on a dense algebra. However, the converse does not hold. In par-
ticular, the well known Chacon’s transformation 1 does not sweep out on
a dense collection. Thus, since Chacon’s transformation is mildly mixing,
it is lightly mixing on a dense algebra. We give several other examples
exhibiting the rich behavior that is possible.
2. PRELIMINARIES
A transformation on a separable probability space (X,B, µ) is a measur-
able and invertible map T : X → X . A transformation T is measure pre-
serving if for each set A ∈ B, µ(T−1A) = µ(A). T is ergodic if TA = A
implies µ(A) equals 0 or 1.
Given a collection C of measurable sets, T is lightly mixing on C, if for
each A and B ∈ C having positive measure,
lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nA ∩B) > 0.
T is sweeping out on C, if for each A ∈ C with positive measure and each
infinite sequence k1, k2, . . .,
µ(
∞⋃
i=1
T kiA) = 1.
Equivalently, T is sweeping out on C, if for each A ∈ C and B ∈ B, both
with positive measure,
lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nA ∩B) > 0.
T is lightly mixing on B if and only if T is sweeping out on B. In this case,
we will just say that T is lightly mixing (LM). Transformation T is partially
mixing, if there exists α > 0 such that for all sets A and B,
lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nA ∩ B) > αµ(A)µ(B).
Consider B as a separable metric space with the distance d(A,B) =
µ(A△B). We will say T is lightly mixing on a dense collection (LMDC),
if there exists a dense subset D ⊂ B such that T is lightly mixing on D.
1The Chacon-3 transformation can be defined by Bn+1 = BnBn1Bn and B0 = (0).
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Similarly, we define lightly mixing on a dense algebra (LMDA), sweep-
ing out on a dense collection (SODC), and sweeping out on a dense alge-
bra (DODA). Clearly, LMDA implies LMDC and SODA implies SODC.
In Corollary 4.3, we show that SODC implies LMDA. Thus, we may list the
properties from strongest to weakest as: SODA, SODC, LMDA, LMDC.
While none of the properties LMDC, LMDA, SODC or SODA are suffi-
cient to imply T is lightly mixing, there are conditions which may be used
to verify T is lightly mixing. For example, if for all sets A and B of positive
measure there exists an integer N such that for n ≥ N , µ(T nA ∩ B) > 0,
then T is lightly mixing. (If the lim inf was 0, then wait for the intersec-
tion to be less than µ(B)/2n and subtract that part from B.) If T is ergodic
and for each set A of positive measure there exists N such that for n ≥ N ,
µ(T nA ∩ A) > 0, then T is lightly mixing. These properties imply that
if T is lightly mixing for a measure ν, then T is also lightly mixing for an
equivalent measure µ. If T is lightly mixing for a measure ν, then T has
no weakly wandering set of positive measure. (Set A is weakly wandering
for T if there exists an infinite sequence nk such that T nkA ∩ T nk+1A = ∅
for k ∈ IN.) Therefore, T has a unique equivalent invariant measure µ. See
[5] for a discussion on existence of equivalent invariant measures. Thus the
lightly mixing property persists when we change to an equivalent invariant
measure.
The lightly mixing property we discuss here may seem to be reminis-
cent of the property of topological mixing. A transformation T is topolog-
ically mixing if for any two open sets U and V , there exists N such that
for n ≥ N , µ(T nU ∩ V ) > 0. An extension of the Jewett-Krieger Theo-
rem in [13] proves that any ergodic measure preserving transformation has
a topological model which is a topologically mixing homeomorphism on a
compact metric space. In particular, topological mixing is not an isomor-
phism invariant. Yet, the properties LMDC, LMDA, SODC and SODA are
all isomorphic invariants. Thus, there are transformations which are topo-
logically mixing, but not LMDA. Also, example 1 in section 6 of this paper
is LMDA, but not topologically mixing. We include the proof that exam-
ple 1 is LMDA and see [16] for a proof that example 1 is not topologically
mixing.
3. LIGHTLY MIXING ON A DENSE COLLECTION
In Theorem 3.1, we prove that any ergodic measure preserving system on
a separable probability space is lightly mixing on a dense collection of sets.
The ergodicity condition is dropped in Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be an ergodic measure preserving transformation on
a separable probability space (X,B, µ). There exists a dense collection
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D ⊂ B such that
lim inf
n→∞
µ(A ∩ T nB) > 0
for all A,B ∈ D.
First we state and prove the following lemma which is used to construct
the sets in D.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be measure preserving on (X,B, µ). Suppose for sets A
and B there exist a set A¯ and natural number h such that µ(
⋃h−1
i=0 T
−iB) =
1 and
⋃h−1
i=0 T
iA¯ is a disjoint union contained insideA. Then for all n ∈ IN,
µ(A ∩ T nB) ≥ µ(A¯).
Proof of Lemma 3.2.
µ(A¯) = µ(A¯ ∩ T n(
h−1⋃
i=0
T−iB))
= µ(
h−1⋃
i=0
(A¯ ∩ T−iT nB)) ≤
h−1∑
i=0
µ(A¯ ∩ T−iT nB)
=
h−1∑
i=0
µ(T iA¯ ∩ T nB) ≤ µ(A ∩ T nB). 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For each natural number h, let Bh be the base of a
Rohlin tower of height h such thatEh = X\(
⋃h−1
i=0 T
iBh) satisfies µ(Eh) <
1/h. Choose set A¯h ⊂ Bh such that µ(A¯h) = (1/h)µ(Bh) and define
Ah =
⋃h−1
i=0 T
iA¯h. Define Dh = Bh ∪ Eh ∪ Ah for h ∈ IN. By Lemma 3.2,
for h ≤ k we have
µ(Dk ∩ T nDh) ≥ µ(Ak ∩ T n(Bh ∪ Eh)) ≥ µ(A¯k)
for h ∈ IN. Therefore T is lightly mixing on the collection
D = {D ∈ B : there exists h ∈ IN such that Dh ⊂ D}. 2
In the next theorem, we are able to drop the ergodicity condition by look-
ing at the ergodic components of T .
Theorem 3.3. If T is a measure preserving transformation on a separable
probability space, then T is lightly mixing on a dense collection.
Proof. Either T has invariant sets with arbitrarily small measure, or T has an
ergodic component with positive measure. Suppose T has disjoint invariant
setsEm of positive measure such that
∑
∞
m=1 µ(Em) <∞. Then T is lightly
mixing on the dense collection
D = {D ∈ B : there exists m ∈ IN such that ⋃∞i=mEi ⊂ D}.
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Otherwise, if T has an ergodic component of positive measure, then T is
lightly mixing on a dense collection by Theorem 3.1. 2
4. LIGHTLY MIXING ON A DENSE ALGEBRA
It is known that the class of rigid, weakly mixing transformations is resid-
ual in the space of Lebesgue measure preserving transformations on the unit
interval, endowed with the weak-* topology. Since no rigid transformaition
is lightly mixing on a dense algebra, there is a residual class of transforma-
tions which are not lightly mixing on a dense algebra.
A transformation is mildly mixing (MM) if it has no rigid factor. The no-
tion of mildly mixing was originally introduced by Furstenberg and Weiss
in [7]. Here we show that any mildly mixing transformation is lightly mix-
ing on a dense algebra. This implies that any transformation with a mildly
mixing factor is lightly mixing on a dense algebra. In section 6, we show
that this is not necessary by exhibiting an example of the cartesian product
of two rigid transformations which is lightly mixing on a dense algebra.
Below, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a transformation to
be lightly mixing on a dense algebra. A proof of sufficiency is given, but
necessity is more straightforward, so it is left to the reader.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that given δ > 0 there exist disjoint sets C and D
satisfying 0 < µ(C), µ(D) < δ such that lim infn→∞ µ(T nC ∩ D) > 0.
Then there exists a dense algebra G such that for G,H ∈ G,
lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nG ∩H) > 0.
Proof. For each h ∈ IN, choose disjoint sets Cˆh and Dˆh with measure less
than 1/h such that
lim inf
n→∞
µ(Dˆh ∩ T nCˆh) ≥ ǫh > 0.
Choose a sequence hm such that
∞∑
n=m+1
µ(Cˆhn ∪ Dˆhn) <
ǫhm
4
.
Let
Cm = Cˆhm \
∞⋃
n=m+1
(Cˆhn ∪ Dˆhn)
and
Dm = Dˆhm \
∞⋃
n=m+1
(Cˆhn ∪ Dˆhn).
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Thus
lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nCm ∩Dm) ≥ ǫhm
2
.
Hence {Cm, Dm : m ∈ IN} is a disjoint collection of sets such that limm→∞ µ(Cm) =
limm→∞ µ(Dm) = 0 and lim infn→∞ µ(T nCm∩Dm) > 0 for each m ∈ IN.
Let
E = {E ∈ B : E ∩ (Cm ∪Dm) ∈ {∅, Cm, Dm, Cm ∪Dm}}.
Let two sets E and F be equivalent (written E ∼ F ) if E ∩ (Cm ∪Dm) =
F ∩ (Cm ∪Dm) for all but finitely many m.
Let Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . be a sequence of sets such that for each positive
integer n and fi ∈ {∅, Cm, Dm, Cm ∪ Dm} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the set {m :
Fi ∩ (Cm ∪ Dm) = fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is infinite. Such a sequence may be
constructed inductively on i. Let
F = {F ∈ B : there exists i such that either F ∼ Fi or F ∼ F ci }.
Let G be the algebra generated by F .
Let k be a positive integer and let F ′i , F ′′i ∈ F for 1 ≤ i ≤ k be such
that F ′i ∼ Fi or F ′i ∼ F ci , and F ′′i ∼ Fi or F ′′i ∼ F ci . We wish to show that
lim infn→∞ µ(T
nG ∩ H) > 0 where G = ∩ki=1F ′i and H = ∩ki=1F ′′i . It is
sufficient to prove that there existsm ∈ IN such thatCm ⊂ G and Dm ⊂ H .
Let
S = {i : F ′i ∼ F ′′i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
Then the sets {m : F ′i ∩ (Cm ∪Dm) = Cm ∪Dm for i ∈ S and F ′i ∩ (Cm ∪
Dm) = Cm for i /∈ S} and {m : F ′′i ∩ (Cm ∪Dm) = Cm ∪Dm for i ∈ S
and F ′′i ∩ (Cm ∪Dm) = Dm for i /∈ S} agree for all but a finite number of
positive integers. Since both sets are infinite, there exists m ∈ IN such that
Cm ⊂ ∩ki=1F ′i and Dm ⊂ ∩ki=1F ′′i . 
Corollary 4.2. If a transformation has a factor which is lightly mixing on
a dense algebra, then the transformation is itself lightly mixing on a dense
algebra.
Proof. Suppose that a transformation has a factor which is lightly mixing on
a dense algebra. Then there exist disjoint sets of arbitrarily small measure
which lightly mix with each other. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, the transforma-
tion itself is lightly mixing on a dense algebra. 
Corollary 4.3. If a transformation is sweeping out on a dense collection
then the transformation is lightly mixing on a dense algebra.
Proof. If a transformation is sweeping out on a dense collection then there
exist disjoint sets of arbitrarily small measure which lightly mix with each
other. So, again, by Theorem 4.1, the transformation is lightly mixing on a
dense algebra. 
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Theorem 4.4. If a transformation T has a mildly mixing factor, then T is
lightly mixing on a dense algebra.
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, it is sufficient to prove this theorem where T is
mildly mixing. Let h be a positive integer and let {B, TB, . . . , T hB,E}
be a Rohlin tower such that E = (
⋃h
i=0 T
iB)c satisfies µ(E) < µ(B)
4(h+1)
.
Let Eˆ = {x ∈ E : ∃ i ∈ IN such that T ix ∈ B}. For x ∈ Eˆ, let ix =
min {i ∈ IN : T i(x) ∈ B}. If µ(E) > 0, let
Ch =
⋃
x∈Eˆ
{T ix : 0 ≤ i ≤ ix + h},
otherwise, choose Aˆ ⊂ B such that 0 < µ(Aˆ) < µ(B)
4(h+1)
and let
Ch =
h⋃
i=0
T iAˆ.
Also, let
Dh = (B \ Ch) ∪ (T hB \ Ch).
Thus Ch and Dh are disjoint sets, both with measure less than 2/(h+ 1).
Since T is mildly mixing,
ǫ := lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nCh ∩ Cch) > 0.
For n sufficiently large choose jn with 0 ≤ jn ≤ h such that
µ(T nCh ∩ (T jnB ∩ Cch)) >
ǫ
h + 2
.
For each x ∈ T nCh ∩ (T jnB ∩ Cch), either T−jnx ∈ T nCh or T h−jnx ∈
T nCh. Either way, there exists a measure preserving map φ such that for
each x ∈ T nCˆh ∩ (T jnB ∩ Cˆch), φ(x) ∈ Dˆh ∩ T nCˆh. Therefore,
lim inf
n→∞
µ(Dˆh ∩ T nCˆh) ≥ ǫ
h + 2
.

5. SWEEPING OUT
A measure preserving transformation T is sweeping out on a set A if
given any sequence k1, k2, . . . of distinct integers,
µ(
∞⋃
i=1
T kiA) = 1.
A transformation T is sweeping out on a collection D of sets if T is sweep-
ing out on each setA ∈ D. In the previous section, we proved that sweeping
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out on a dense collection implies lightly mixing on a dense algebra. In or-
der to see that the converse is not true, we give a general condition on the
limit joinings of a transformation which implies that it does not sweep out
on any dense collection of sets. Then we point out in section 6 that Cha-
con’s transformation, which is mildly mixing, satisfies this condition. Since
any mildly mixing transformation is lightly mixing on a dense algebra, then
Chacon’s transformation is lightly mixing on a dense algebra, but does not
sweep out on a dense collection.
Before we do this, we will give an equivalent condition for a transfor-
mation to be sweeping out on a dense algebra. Then we use this condition
to show that any transformation with a factor that sweeps out on a dense
algebra, is itself sweeping out on a dense algebra.
Theorem 5.1. A transformation T is sweeping out on a dense algebra if
and only if there exist disjoint sets Cm for m ∈ IN such that for each m, T
sweeps out on Cm.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, except we let
E = {E ∈ B : E ∩ Cm ∈ {∅, Cm}}.
Let two sets E and F be equivalent (written E ∼ F ) if E ∩ Cm = F ∩ Cm
for all but finitely many m.
For i = 1, 2, . . . , define
Fi =
∞⋃
m=0
2i⋃
j=1
Cm2i+1+j.
Let
F = {F ∈ B : there exists i such that either F ∼ Fi or F ∼ F ci }.
Let G be the algebra generated by F .
To see that T sweeps out on G let k be a positive integer and let F ′i ∈ F
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k be such that F ′i ∼ Fi or F ′i ∼ F ci . From the definition of Fi,
G =
⋂k
i=1 F
′
i contains infinitely many Cm. Therefore, T is sweeping out on
G. 
Corollary 5.2. If a transformation has a factor which is sweeping out on
a dense algebra, then the transformation itself is sweeping out on a dense
algebra. Moreover, if a transformation has a factor which satisfies LMDC,
LMDA, SODC or SODA, then the transformation satisfies the same prop-
erty.
Proof. Property LMDA is handled in Corollary 4.2. If a transformation has
a factor which is SODA, then the transformation satisfies the equivalent
condition of Theorem 5.1, and hence the transformation is SODA.
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Suppose a transformation has a factor which satisifies LMDC or SODC.
LetD be the dense collection for which the factor is LMDC or SODC. Then
the transformation is LMDC or SODC, respectively, on the dense collection
{A ∈ B : there exists D ∈ D such that D ⊂ A}.

Theorem 5.3. Let T be measure preserving on (X,B, µ). If there exists a
positive integer N and real numbers ai for i = 0, . . . , N such that T has
the limit joining ν given by
ν(A×B) =
N∑
i=0
aiµ(T
−iA ∩ B),
then T does not sweep out on a dense collection of sets.
Proof. Suppose kn is a sequence such that
lim
n→∞
µ(T knA ∩B) = ν(A× B) =
N∑
i=0
aiµ(T
−iA ∩B)(1)
for all sets A and B in B. Let A be any set such that 0 < µ(A) < 1
2(N+1)
.
Define B = (
⋃N
i=0 T
−iA)c. Thus limn→∞ µ(T knA ∩ B) = ν(A × B) =
0. 
6. EXAMPLES
In this section, we give four examples which are intended to compliment
and contrast with the theorems in the previous sections.
6.1. Example 1. Chacon’s transformation may be defined inductively us-
ing blocks Bn. Let B1 = (0) and let Bn+1 = BnBn1Bn. If kn is the length
of Bn, then it is not difficult to verify for all sets A and B,
ν(A× B) = lim
n→∞
µ(T knA ∩ B)(2)
=
1
2
µ(A ∩ B) + 1
2
µ(T−1A ∩B).(3)
Therefore, by Theorems 4.4 and 5.3, Chacon’s transformation is lightly
mixing on a dense algebra, but not sweeping out on a dense collection.
Note that if equations 2 and 3 above are true for a dense collection then it is
true for all sets in the sigma algebra.
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6.2. Example 2. Let R be a lightly mixing transformation on (X,B, µ)
and let S be a weak mixing transformation on (Y, C, ν), which is not lightly
mixing. Since the cartesian product R × S has a factor which sweeps out,
then by Corollary 5.2, R × S sweeps out on a dense algebra. But, since S
is not lightly mixing, then R× S is not lightly mixing.
A stronger sweeping out condition was introduced by Friedman in [4]
called uniform sweeping out. A transformation T is uniformly sweeping
out on a set A if given ǫ > 0, there exists N such that for distinct integers
k1, k2, . . . , kN , we have
µ(
N⋃
i=1
T kiA) > 1− ǫ.
A transformation is uniformly sweeping out (USO) if it is uniformly sweep-
ing out on each set of positive measure. It was shown in [4] that if a trans-
formation is mixing then it is uniformly sweeping out.
Just as with other sweeping out conditions we have considered to this
point, a transformation, which has a factor which is uniformly sweeping
out on a dense collection (USODC) or dense algebra (USODA), is itself
uniformly sweeping out on a dense collection or dense algebra, respectively.
Thus, by forming products R×S where R is a mixing transformation and S
is various other transformations, we can construct the following examples:
(1) a partially mixing transformation which is USODA, but not USO;
(2) a mildly mixing transformation which is USODA, but not LM;
(3) a weakly mixing transformation which is USODA, but not MM.
6.3. Example 3. Below we describe how to construct a transformation
which sweeps out on a dense collection, but which does not have a mildly
mixing factor. Let R1 and R2 be rigid transformations with mixing se-
quences M1 = {m1,1, m1,2, . . .} and M2 = {m2,1, m2,2, . . .}, respectively,
such that M1∪M2 = IN. Explicit transformations may be constructed using
cutting and stacking: initially, build R1 and R2 as mixing transformations;
then introduce a rigid time into R1 while keeping R2 mixing. Then resume
a mixing construction on R1 and introduce a rigid time into R2. This rou-
tine may be carried out ad infinitum. The result is that R1 × R2 will sweep
out on the dense collection
{A : ∃ E and F of positive measure such that (E × Y ) ∪ (X × F ) ⊂ A}.
6.4. Sweeping Out on a Residual Class. Each of examples 6.2 and 6.3 is
sweeping out on a residual class of sets. Let us define the class for example
6.2. Example 6.3 may be defined in a similar manner. Let
Dn = {A : ∃E > 0 and A′ such that E × Y ⊂ A′, µ(A△A′) < 1
n
µ(E)}.
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For each n ∈ IN, the set Dn is open and dense. Hence D =
⋂
∞
n=1Dn is
residual. To prove R × S is sweeping out on D, let A ∈ D and k1, k2, . . .
be an infinite sequence of integers. Given ǫ > 0, we may choose E ∈ B of
positive measure such that µ× µ(A∩E × Y ) > (1− ǫ)µ(E). Thus the set
F = {x ∈ E : µ{y : (x, y) ∈ A} > 1 − ǫ} has positive measure. Since R
is sweeping out, then
µ× µ(
∞⋃
i=1
(R × S)kiA) > (1− ǫ)µ(
∞⋃
i=1
RkiF ) = 1− ǫ.
Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary, R× S is sweeping out on D.
6.5. Example 4. Here we give an example of a lightly mixing transfor-
mation T such that there exists a set A of positive measure such that given
δ > 0 there exists a setB of positive measure such that lim infn→∞ µ(T nA∩
B) < δµ(B). This example is important since it says that the lightly mixing
condition does not imply a partial mixing type condition if we fix one of the
sets in advance. In [1], a lightly mixing transformation Tr is constructed for
each r = 2, 3, . . . which is 1− (1/r) rigid. Choose a sequence rm such that
∞∏
m=1
(1− 1√
rm
) > 0.
Define
T = Tr1 × Tr2 × . . .
and let µ = µ × µ × . . . be the invariant product measure for T . The
transformation T is lightly mixing, since the infinite cartesian product of
lightly mixing transformations is lightly mixing [9]. Let A = A1×A2× . . .
where
µ(Am) = 1− 1√
rm
.
For each m ∈ IN, let
Bm = X × . . .×X ×Acm ×X × . . .
Therefore,
lim inf
n→∞
µ(T nA ∩Bm) ≤ 1
rm
=
1
rm
√
rmµ(Bm) =
1√
rm
µ(Bm).
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6.6. Remark 1. While the previous example shows that there is no type of
partially mixing condition, if one merely fixes the set A in advance. How-
ever, we do not know if there is a lower bound on the lim inf if one fixes
the set A and places a lower bound on the measure of the set B. Also, we
would find it interesting if there were general conditions which would allow
one to extend lightly mixing from a dense collection of sets to the full sigma
algebra.
6.7. Remark 2. In this remark, we show that any mildly mixing (hence
weakly mixing) transformation T has a realization that is lightly mixing
on intervals. As a consequence, this realization is topologically mixing.
Theorem 4.4 establishes that there exists a dense algebra C such that T is
lightly mixing on C. Let λ be Lebesgue measure on [0, 1). There exists an
invertible measure space isomorphism φ : [0, 1) → X between ([0, 1), λ)
and (X, µ) such that for any interval I ⊂ [0, 1), the set φ(I) contains an
element from C. Hence, the transformation φ−1 ◦ T ◦ φ is mildly mixing
and lightly mixing on intervals. If T is chosen as a non-lightly mixing
transformation (i.e., Chacon-3 transformation), then this provides a general
method for extending the examples given in [14].
6.8. Remark 3. Both Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.4 may be extended
to any group action of measure preserving transformations which have a
weak type of Rohlin property. For example, Theorem 3.3 and 4.4 hold for
amenable groups, by using the characterization of Rohlin’s Lemma given in
[15]. Any topological group G with measure preserving action T is lightly
mixing on a collection C if for all sets A and B in C with positive measure,
lim inf
g→∞
µ(T gA ∩ B) > 0,
where g → ∞ means eventually leave any compact set in G. The mildly
mixing condition may be replaced by
lim inf
g→∞
µ(T gA ∩ Ac) > 0,
for all sets A of positive measure.
6.9. Remark 4. We do not handle the case of general nonsingular actions.
Although there is a version of Rohlin’s Lemma in this case [11, 15], it is not
immediately clear that the sets may be chosen so that the lim inf is positive.
6.10. Remark 5. This paper was adapted from a preprint written in 1998
by the same author entitled Lightly mixing on dense collections.
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